
 

 

 

Rabbi Jonathan Wittenberg 

 

[Never so apart in isolation, never so close in healing] 

Shalom, Shalom lakarov velarachok – Welcome, welcome to those near and to those afar. 
This beautiful line from Isaiah continues: Amar Hashem Urefativ – ‘God says: “I shall bring 
healing”.’  
 
My name is Jonathan Wittenberg and I’m in London. We are all simultaneously both far 
from and near to each other in these anxious and bewildering times.  

We are apart, in different continents and countries. Even in the same city or street, we are 
separated from our neighbours to protect us from infection. We are distanced from those 
we love; we cannot hold them in our arms or comfort them in our hospitals. 

Yet rarely have we been so close.  

Across the globe, the coronavirus affects not one religion and not one nation, but us all. It 
brings home the truth that we are one humanity together, inhabiting one planet. We are 
part of the same interdependent, infinite complexity of life, which evokes our wonder and 
commands our respect.   

At home, the virus has made us aware, through their very absence, of whom we miss, 
whom we love, whose companionship we crave, and whom we so often before now have 
taken for granted. Even as it makes us afraid, it opens our hearts and deepens our hesed, 
our faithful loving kindness. There are so many people I want to thank, I want to hug. 

On Seder night we break the middle Matzah, holding the fractured half aloft as we travel 
through the Haggadah. It expresses, visually and vividly, how we are broken, some in grief, 
many in illness, all in separation from our communities, friends and family.  



 

 

As we hold it high on our journey away from slavery, that broken bread of freedom also 
represents the liberties many of us have taken as given: to meet whom we choose, travel 
where we choose, buy what we choose.  

This year we will appreciate wholeness and togetherness more fully, and freedom, through 
its temporary absence, more profoundly. 

In that way, our broken Matzah can become what the mystics called it: Lachma de’Asuta, 
the bread of healing.  

We will shortly pray for healing: for our grieving, for our loved ones who are sick, for our 
fears, for the trauma we, our congregations, the Jewish community worldwide, and our 
societies and countries are passing through.  

We pray, too, for the deeper healing our world needs as we travel towards ge’ulah, 
redemption: healing for the injustice which will leave some far poorer than others when 
this current plague is over; for the bigotry, blindness and greed which have split apart our 
shared humanity; for the heedlessness with which we have mistreated nature; for God’s 
glorious, precious, fragile world. 

Shalom, shalom, larachok velakarov, amar Hashem urefativ: ‘Peace, peace, to the far and 
to the near: for God says, “I shall bring healing”.’ 


